1. x, . ..., x,, is a complete random sample from an Summary & Conclusions-Our ad-hoc adaptive estimation pro-unknown distribution.
cedure for the probability distribution of a continuous random variable is based upon the Shannon-Jaynes maximum entropy concept and uses 2. The xi are s-independent.
regression techniques or the Kullback-Leibler Divergence measure of in-3. For each i; i = 1, 2, -. , k; Ex{gi(x)} is unknown formation variation to select the appropriate functions for fitting a but can be estimated by (gi(x)). regular exponential family distribution to the data. This parametric estimation technique uses the data to select the probability distribution The problem to be addressed is: Determine a set of inforand estimate the parameters of the distribution. It is not known how this technique compares to other parametric techniques (eg, maximum matlon functions gi(x) which can be used to approximate likelihood) when the underlying distribution is known. However, this pro-the unknown pdf with a pdf of the form:
cedure is reasonable when the underlying distribution is not known. The scheme has been tested against known distributions with excellent results., k p(x) = exp | -oxigi(x) p (2.1) 1 . INTRODUCTION This form of pdf is selected because the distribution which In many instances a reliability analyst has a set of data maximizes entropy must always have form (2.1); i.e. must and desires to estimate its underlying probability distribu-be a member of the regular exponential family [5, 11] . We tion. The classical parametric approach is to specify the use the maximum entropy formalism as presented by distribution (eg, s-normal, beta) and then estimate the Tribus [15] which assumes the gi(x) and their parameters by maximum likelihood, method of moments, s-expectations are known or assumed known and the or some other procedure. The purpose of this paper is to estimation procedure consists of finding Xi which solve the present a reasonable method of probability distribution following constrained maximization problem: estimation which uses the data to select the form of the probability distribution while at the same time estimating maxS = max(-_p(x)lnp(x)dx) (2.2 ) the values of the parameters. In this sense the procedure is adaptive. The method is based upon the principle of max-subject to i_0 gi(x) p(x) dx = C,, i = 1, 2, .., k. imum entropy as presented by Jaynes [9] entropy approximation is reasonably close with four 2. Develop a -method to select the smallest subset of moments and quite close at six moments. Now consider this potential set that satisfies an analysts specified ac-g(x) = ln(x) and g2(x) = ln(1 -x). Then, p(x) = exp[-curacy criterion (usually a goodness-of-fit statistic). The X. -X1 ln(x) -X2 ln(1 -x)]. Generation of Kln(x)) and smaller set is called the active set.
(ln(1 -x) ) and application of our numerical scheme pro- 
Xmgj(x). Here one can use stepwise regression, all possible subsets regression, or a "leaps and bounds" 3.2 Active Set Selection procedure such as RLEAP in IMSL [8] . A separate phase to select the active set is necessary 5. Select the "best" set of active functions using some because we wish to use as few information functions in the pre-determined goodness-of-fit measure such as entropy approximation as possible. If the unknown Kolmogorov-Smirnoff or Anderson-Darling. distribution is a recognized member of the regular exMethod 1 has produced excellent results as is shown in ponential family (as in the beta example) and if the active section 5. The procedure is implemented in two separate set selection procedure selects the functions which packages to allow maximum analyst involvement. The first characterize this distribution (ln(x) and ln(1 -x) in our package performs steps I -4 and returns 10 candidate sets beta example), then an exact representation is possible up of functions. The analyst can use some or all of the 10 sets, to the accuracy of the computer. Two active-set selection-or other combinations of functions, as input to the second procedures were developed, each with specific strengths. program which performs step 5. In the examples only 5 of Both methods have been programmed for computer im-the 10 candidate sets were used. plementation and tested against known and unknown distributions using the potential set of table 3. points. Since numerical differentiation is ill-posed in the p(x) replaces f(x). Method 2 seeks the active set of funcsense that the numerical derivative does not vary con-tions that minimizes the information exchange between the tinuously with the data, extreme care is necessaryT in its corresponding entropy pdf and the sample pdf, viz, minimizes HIp(x), f5(x)]. The approach is akin to nonlinear Table 4 also identifies the desired analytic functions regression in that functions are added one at a time, based for each distribution. When these analytic functions were on their contribution to minimizing the divergence, until selected, the entropy approximation was exact to within the divergence is smaller than a preselected convergence computational accuracy. Method 1 (linear regression) did criterion. Once the p(x) is defined in this function addition not choose the analytic functions for the beta, gamma, and phase, then the process is repeated in reverse to eliminate exponential examples. The selected functions were needed unnecessary or redundant functions. That is, H[p(x), p(x)] to adjust for the given random sample in each case which is calculated and the respective function is eliminated from demonstrates the compromising structure of the prothe active set if the divergence is smaller that the criterion. cedures. However, the resulting entropy pdf's were exMethod 2 produces results which have the same ac-cellent approximations to the analytic distributions. The curacy as method 1 although the methods may choose dif-sample pdf provides a point estimate of the analytic pdf at ferent active sets. Method 2 retains the sample sensitivity the n values obtained in the random sample. The entropy quality and produces the desired compromise between pdf, p(x), provides a closed form for the analytic pdf sample and underlying analytic distributions. Experimen-which agrees well with both the sample and analytic pdf's tation indicates that method 2 is more successful in identi-at the n data points. For the beta distribution, the maxfying the correct analytic functions for recognized imum numerical error (max p(x) -f(x) ) for all x in [0, members of the regular exponential family when such 1] was 0.2 x 10 12 because the analytic functions were part functions are included in the potential set.
of the active set. The gamma pdf approximation produced a maximum numerical error of 0.03 for x 2 0.3 but was 5. EXAMPLE RESULTS less accurate for 0 < x < 0.3. 
